Considerations When Confronted With A Potential Waterproofing Problem

Knowing the potential severity of the waterproofing problem before you decide how to go about solving it will lead to the best possible solution at the lowest possible cost.

- What is the 100 year water table?

  How high a head of water is at a location will determine the waterproofing approach requirements. This information is readily available from the local Municipal Building Department.

- What is cost of the damage to the structure or its contents if there was to be an infrequent waterproofing leak?

  If the substructure is being used to store valuable and easily damaged items, then the best solution is a “belt and suspenders” approach to preventing any possible leaks.

  If the substructure is being used to store items that are not particularly valuable or will not be destroyed by a infrequent minor leak, then a much simpler solution would work.

When you have determined the above call our Technical Department at 1-800-777-1773 for help and suggestions.